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Abstract

z

The Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite
(SWAS), the third Small Explorer spacecraft, has
a sophisticated three-axis stellar pointing attitude
, control subsystem. This mission requires slewing the
satellite up to 3 degrees and settling on target within
15 seconds to a 57 arc-second (3 0") accuracy once per
minute. Hardware and software configuration will be
briefly described. The spacecraft has many modes
and submodes of increasing complexity and accuracy.
These modes use a variety of routines including:
Kalman Filtering, Magnetic Calibration, AutoTargeting, Slewing and Fine Control, Momentum
Management, and Stellar Acquisition. Simulations
have shown that the Attitude Control System (ACS)
Figure 1: The SWAS spacecraft.
not only meets sub-are-minute pointing but also
high-rate slewing requirements. The SWAS ACS
design clearly demonstrates the feasibility of a ment is a submillimeter wave detector coupled with a
complex, sub-are-minute accuracy attitude control spectrometer. The spacecraft mass is approximately
280 kg (620 lb) and the solar arrays measure 4.1 m
system packaged in a small satellite.
(13.4 ft) from tip to tip when deployed (see Figure 1).
The scientific instrument boresight is aligned with
the spacecraft Z axis and the orientation of the solar
1 Introduction
panels is designed for the sun line to be along the Y
The Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite axis.
SWAS will perform submillimeter wave astronomy
(SWAS) is a three-axis stabilized stellar-pointing
spacecraft currently scheduled to be launched on to study the composition of galactic molecular clouds
an Orbital Science Corporation Pegasus XL. This and dark clouds. This information will be used to
mission is the third to be developed under the Small investigate the formation of stars and planetary sysExplorer (SMEX) program. The scientific instru- tems.
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The 3-sigma pointing requirements for this mission
are 57 arc-seconds about the X and Y axes and 28.5
arc-minutes about the Z axis. An average maneuvering rate of 1 degree per second was imposed to
increase the efficiency of observations. The requirement that in many ways drove the ACS design was
for "nodding" reorientations of up to 3 degrees which
must be completed in 15 seconds to a 57 arc-second
(3 0") accuracy. The nodding motion is used by the
instrument to integrate both on-source and off-source
in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the observations. The nodding time requirement resulted in
an ACS with relatively high speed and a high sampling rate in the controller. Additional pointing requirements include earth and sun avoidance to prevent solar radiation or earth albedo from heating the
submillimeter wave detector.
The SWAS ACS is designed to operate in one of
three major states. In the first state the spacecraft
rates are reduced and the solar panels are pointed toward the sun. This state is momentum biased configuration. The second state performs sun pointing but
is also a zero-momentum system that maintains the
scientific instrument aimed at inertial targets clear of
the earth limb. The third state is the zero-momentum
stellar-pointing mode in which science observations
are made. Figure 2 contains a functional block diagram of the ACS.
These states are implemented in different controllers and modes (see Table 1). The first mode, Acquisition/Safehold is executed by analog electronics
hardware. All the other states are run under software
control. Digital Sun Point (DSP) is the first software mode and emulates the Acquisition/Safehold
controller. A separate Magnetic Calibration mode is
used to compute contamination of the magnetometer by magnetic torquer use. All three-axis control is
performed while the ACS is in one of three submodes
under Science Point mode. Inertial Sun Point (ISP)
aims the solar panels at the sun while keeping the
instrument aligned with inertial targets away from
the earth. Inertial Sun Point is used to transition to
Auto Stellar Acquisition (ASA), a submode that facilitates the switch to star tracker use. Auto Stellar
Acquisition then sets the stage for Stellar Point (SP)
sub-mode in which scientific observations are made.
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Figure 2: SWAS ACS Functional Block Diagram.

Table 1 lists the modes and submodes along with descriptions of each.

2

Hardware

The two components that implement the various controllers are the Attitude Control Electronics (ACE)
box and the Spacecraft Computer System (SCS).
The ACE box contains the Acquisition/Safehold controller. The ACE box also serves as the interface between actuators, sensors, and the telemetry system
as shown in Figure 3. The Acquisition/Safehold controller is hardwired in analog circuitry in the ACE
box so that attitude control can be maintained even
while the SCS is not powered. The controllers for the
other ACS modes are implemented in software in the
SCS utilizing its 16 MHz Intel 80386 microprocessor
and an Intel 80387 numeric coprocessor.
The SWAS ACS has numerous sensors to support
the various modes. The three-axis magnetometer
(TAM) was built at Goddard Space Flight Center and
is mounted on top of the scientific instrument. The
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Figure 3: SWAS ACE Box FUnctional Block Diagram.

Coarse Sun Sensors (CSS) are simple cosine devices
that provide full sky sensing during all modes. The
more accurate Digital Sun Sensor (DSS) provides ±
64 degree sun angle to a resolution of 1/2 degree. The
DSS boresight is aligned with the spacecraft Y axis
to ensure its availability when the spacecraft is pointing at the sun. Both the DSS and CSS were supplied
by Adcole. The gyro package contains three Bell Textron, two-axis, tuned restraint inertial gyros that provide redundancy in case of a failure. During normal
operations, only two of the three gyros are powered.
The star tracker with an 8 degree by 8 degree field
of view is a Ball CT-601 solid-state device that can
track up to five stars simultaneously with instrument
magnitudes between 1.0 and 6.0. The tracker was delivered as part of the sub millimeter wave instrument
and communicates with the SCS over the spacecraft
MIL-STD-1553B data bus. The instrument also contains the Bright Object Sensor (BaS), a solar cell
supplied by Adcole that is used to invoke the Acquisition/Safehold controller in case the sensitive submillimeter wave detector is inadvertently pointed to
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Table 1: SWAS ACS Modes.
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within 60 degrees of the sun.
There are two types of ACS actuators on SWAS: reaction wheels and magnetic torquers. The four reaction wheels use a specialized high torque design conceived and fabricated at NASA GSFC. One wheel is
aligned with the Y axis while the other three are oriented to complete a tetrahedral configuration. Most
maneuvering will take place about the largest moment of inertia axis, the Y axis. Therefore, the reaction wheel configuration was designed to provide
maximum torque about this axis while maintaining
full three-axis capability. Each reaction wheel is sized
to provide 0.14 N-m of torque and over 2.9 N-m-s of
momentum storage capacity. The three 60 A· m 2
magnetic torquers are supplied by Ithaco. These rod
shaped actuators are aligned with the spacecraft axes
and are mounted in the body.
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Figure 4: SWAS ACS386 Functional Block Diagram.

The software ACS controller modes are implemented
in two tasks and one library of functions running in
the SCS. One task performs attitude determination
and control while the other task runs the computations for the ACS ephemeris models. A total of 18
tasks comprise the complete SWAS flight software.
The ACS software is organized in a functional structure as shown in Figure 4. The flight software was
written in the C language and runs under the VRTX
real-time operating system that is used at NASA
GSFC [1].
SWAS ACS algorithm design includes logic for the
detection of anomalies in ACS operations and the
automatic handling of the anomalous situation detected. Due to computation resource limitations and
the complicated nature of Failure Detection and Handling (FDH), only a limited number of checks are implemented in the flight software. All of the checks can
be enabled or disabled by ground control. Messages
will be posted for all anomalies to facilitate ground
troubleshooting.
Two FDH modules were included in the ACS flight
software. The first module primarily verifies that the
raw sensor data are within range. The second module handles potential problems with the control sys-

tern and instrument. For minor problems, the FDH
module sets flags and increments counters so that
ground controllers will be able to identify and correct
them. Serious problems will cause the FDH module
to initiate ACS mode changes with the most severe
anomalies resulting in a transition to the Acquisition/Safehold controller in the ACE box. Table 2
lists the FDH checks performed.

4

Acquisition/Safehold

The initial ACS mode is an analog Acquisition controller. Analog hardware in the ACE box implements
a B-dot and precession controller that reduces body
rates and points the solar panels at the sun. Immediately after separation from the launch vehicle,
the Y axis reaction wheel will spin up to 240 rad/sec
and remain at this speed. The controller will use the
magnetic torquers to reduce any body rates resulting
from spacecraft-launch vehicle separation to an average of two revolutions per orbit about the Y axis.
The controller will also use the magnetic torquers to
4
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precess the Y axis to the sun and therefore maintain
an attitude that is both power safe and thermally
stable. The spacecraft bias momentum will impart a
level of passive stability.
The Acquisition controller is also used as an independent Safehold controller. For example, an SCS
anomaly could cause the ACS flight software to function improperly, so a Safehold controller independent
of the SCS is necessary. The ACE box includes a
watchdog timer that is continuously reset by the ACS
flight software; if the flight software fails to reset the
timer within the specified time, the ACE box invokes
the Safehold controller. Other actions such as low
battery voltage can also trigger a switch to the Safehold controller.
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Whenever the magnetic torquers are used, their output interferes with the readings of the three-axis magnetometer. These contamination effects will be quantified on orbit so that they can be removed from
magnetometer readings. The procedure to quantify
this contamination involves activating each rod individually and measuring the change in magnetometer
reading. This procedure was implemented as a sep-

counter (invalid

models data) by 1

6

transition to

Safehold and
increaee statistic
counter (invalid SP
or ISP data) by 1

Table 2: The anomaly checks and the actions of FDH.
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Digital Sun Point Mode

The Digital Sun Point mode is simply the digital equivalent to the AcquisitionjSafehold controller.
The spacecraft will be released from the launch vehicle with the SCS executing the ACS software in Digital Sun Point mode, but actuator commands will not
be processed by the ACE box. In this configuration,
the Digital Sun Point software can be checked against
the AcquisitionjSafehold controller. After ground
controllers have verified that the Digital Sun Point
software is running properly, control will be switched
to the SCS and the ACS will be in Digital Sun Point
mode. While Digital Sun Point does not directly perform attitude determination, those functions can be
activated and checked out before transitioning into
Science Point mode.

quaternian

limit
lnertial Sun
Point
Attitude
Determination

5

counter (ISP or SP
cova.riB.nce error) by
1

definite
Science Point

message
switch to Inertial
Sun Point and post
message

5
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arate ACS mode to ensure that no magnetic torquer
or reaction wheel commands would disturb the measurements. In the Magnetic Calibration mode, the
ACS activates each of the three magnetic torquers in
turn, stores the magnetometer measurements, and returns to the previous ACS mode. The flight software
can compute the contamination matrix on board, but
ground personnel will check the results before making any changes to the existing matrix in the ACS
software on-board the spacecraft.

7

regions are suitable pointing target areas throughout the SWAS operational life. These auto-target
attitudes are chosen such that the instrument boresight points away from the earth and the solar arrays point toward the sun. Because auto-targeting
also supports the operations in Auto Stellar Acquisition submode, the target choice for auto-targeting
needs to have an acceptable star field. For any target
star field, the tracker field of view will be obstructed
by the earth in some regions around the SWAS orbit. Therefore, two targets, one in the north and
one in the south ecliptic polar regions, are necessary
for auto-targeting. As the spacecraft moves near the
ecliptic plane along its orbit, the target is switched
from one to the other. Thus, auto-targeting provides
instrument safe and power safe attitudes indefinitely.
The target star fields are chosen based on their
qualities for star acquisition and attitude update.
These target star fields are slightly off from the ecliptic poles. When the target field is toggled between
north and south, the spacecraft has to perform attitude maneuvers of nearly 180 degrees. Two issues
need to be addressed for the slew maneuvers: earth
avoidance and the timing of target switching.

Science Point Mode

All three-axis attitude control is performed in Science
Point mode under the Inertial Sun Point, Auto Stellar Acquisition, and Stellar Point submodes. These
submodes share the same controller and Kalman filter but use them in different ways to achieve different
goals. A separate routine runs concurrently during
Science Point to perform momentum management.

7.1

Inertial Sun Point Submode

The primary purpose of Inertial Sun Point is to maintain attitude control within a 2 degree accuracy in
order to begin star acquisitions with the star tracker.
This mode also serves as a safing mode when minor
anomalies occur in Stellar Point sub-mode. When the
ACS is in Inertial Sun Point, the spacecraft Z axis is
pointed at inertial targets near the north and south
ecliptic poles while the Y axis is pointed towards the
sun. The inertial target attitudes ensure sufficient
illumination of the solar panels in addition to satisfying instrument earth limb avoidance requirements.
When the spacecraft is north of the target switching
plane, the north target is used; when south of the
plane, the south target is used. Four elements of the
SWAS ACS (auto-targeting, attitude determination,
control, and momentum management) support the
operation of this sub-mode.

Earth A voidance The first issue involves the thermal stability of the SWAS instrument. If any slew
maneuver brings the SWAS boresight to directly face
the earth, instrument thermal stability will be disrupted and it will take a significant amount of time
to re-stabilize after the spacecraft assumes a suitable
attitude. Since the attitude controller chooses the
shortest slew path (nominal path), this may bring
the boresight to point toward the earth. The desirable path may then be the one with a greater than
180 degree slew angle.
For a slew maneuver from one thermally acceptable
attitude to another, an undesirable path can only occur when the slew angle is close to 180 degrees. If the
nominal slew path is undesirable, a pseudo-target attitude must be used to guide the attitude controller
to slew the spacecraft in an opposite path. Once
7.1.1 Auto-Targeting
the spacecraft has moved sufficiently away from its
The autonomous generation of attitude targets on the original attitude towards the pseudo-target attitude,
spacecraft is called auto-targeting. The ecliptic polar the actual target attitude can supplant the pseudo6
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Figure 6: Target Switching Along Spacecraft Orbit.

bit, a transition into auto-targeting will not immediately cause a maneuver to its auto-target attitude.
Instead, the spacecraft is commanded to maintain
its last commanded target attitude. Only when the
target. At this time, the shortest slew path towards spacecraft progresses along its orbit beyond the dead
the final target will be a desirable path. Figure 5 zone will the proper auto-target attitude be issued
shows a sketch of how the pseudo-target helps achieve and the slew maneuver initiated.
earth avoidance during slew.
7.1.2 Attitude Determination
Figure 5: Pseudo-target concept.
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Dead Zones The second issue associated with
north-south toggling concerns the timing of target
switching. As shown in Figure 6, if the auto targeting is entered while the spacecraft is between Points A
and B or C and D in its orbit, then a maneuver will be
initiated to change from the current attitude towards
one of the auto-target attitudes. If Points A and C
are quite close to Band D, respectively, then the commanded auto-target attitude will not be achieved before the spacecraft reaches the target switching plane
along its orbit. At that point, the other auto-target
attitude will be in effect, and the spacecraft has to
change its attitude course without finishing the first
maneuver. This introduces an increased level of attitude knowledge error due to the scale factor uncertainty of the gyroscopes and the amount of rotation
performed. The cumulative attitude error can cause a
failure in star acquisition when the spacecraft finally
reaches its target attitude.
The approach adopted in the SWAS flight software
to avoid the above is to choose suitable orbital regions
defined by arcs AB and CD as dead zones. When the
spacecraft is located inside the dead zones in its or-

Inertial Sun Point Filter At the beginning of
Inertial Sunpoint, the ACS uses the magnetometer
and sun sensor along with their respective ephemeris
models to produce a coarse attitude estimate. The
algebraic method [2] is used to compute this coarse
attitude to initialize the three-state Kalman filter onboard the spacecraft. The filter is used to reduce the
effect of the noise from the sensor readings in order to
provide and maintain a more accurate attitude estimate suitable for acquiring stars. The Kalman filter
is designed to combine different sensor data to minimize the error in each new attitude estimate. The
attitude estimate improves as additional sensors updates are processed.
In Inertial Sun point, the magnetometer and sun
sensor are used to update the attitude estimate by
comparing their measurements with the magnetic
field and solar models estimates. Attitude updates
are used to compensate for errors such as drift in the
gyro propagated attitude. In eclipse, only the magnetometer updates are incorporated.
During nominal conditions, when the position of
the sun is primarily along the spacecraft +Y axis,
7
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the DSS will be used as opposed to the CSS. The
DSS will update the attitude estimates about the X
and Z axes to within 1/2 degree. The estimate about
the third axis, the Y axis, relies on the magnetometer
and propagated gyro information and will be nominally within 2 degrees. The attitude is propagated
by the gyros and the updates are incorporated into
the attitude estimate when available.

(+)

Constant
deceleration
(commanded rate)

e
H

Ephemerides The ACS models task computes sun
position, orbit position and velocity, and magnetic
field vector for use in attitude determination and
spacecraft targeting. The sun model is a closed-form
ephemeris that provides a unit vector in inertial coordinates. The on-board orbit propagator is a RungeKutta integrator of the equations of motion; effects
modeled include earth oblateness and atmospheric
drag. A Jacchia-Roberts atmospheric density model
is used. The position vector is used as the input for
the magnetic field model, an eighth-order version of
the International Geophysical Reference Field with
coefficients from 1990. Outputs of the sun and magnetic field models are used in the Inertial Sun Point
mode while the orbital velocity is saved along with instrument readings so the science investigators can remove velocity aberration effects when reducing data.

Figure 7: Phase Diagram Showing Angular Rate
Command and Actual Angular Rate 'fraces for small
and large angle maneuvers

a deceleration phase, and, in certain large angle maneuvers, it may involve a cruising phase in which the
angular rate of the spacecraft is nearly constant.
There is no scheduling of attitudes or angular rates
with reference to time in any of the three phases. Instead, the angular rate of the spacecraft about the
desired eigenaxis is commanded with reference to the
remaining angle-to-go rather than to time. The commanded rate is determined such that the remaining
angle-to-go and the angular rate will vanish simultaneously if the spacecraft undergoes a constant angular deceleration about the desired eigenaxis. This
can be seen in the schematic phase diagram of angle7.1.3 Control
to-go verses its derivative in Figure 7. Although this
SWAS science observations require the ACS to be ca- commanded angular rate is computed during all three
pable of moving the instrument boresight from target phases, it is only actively tracked by the spacecraft
to target swiftly, as well as holding the instrument in- body rate during the deceleration phase. During the
ertially fixed at one target for an indefinite period of first two phases, the limiting of wheel torque, wheel
time. The requirements of short slew time and tight power, wheel momentum, and gyro rate will cause
pointing performance are met by designing effective the actual rate to differ substantially from the comcontrol laws separately for slewing and fine pointing, manded rate. However, the actual angular velocity
and suitable criteria for the transition between the vector is maintained closely parallel to the eigenaxis
two.
by proper control. In this fashion, the angle-to-go is
continuously reduced until the instant the body rate
Slewing Slewing refers to the first part of the ma- about the desired eigenaxis exceeds the commanded
neuver from the current attitude to the next target rate. From that instant on, the commanded rate will
attitude when they are separated by an angle larger be actively determining the wheel torques to decelerthan 200 arc-seconds. Here, the separation angle ate the spacecraft.
(angle-to-go) is defined to be the smallest positive
At each 10 Hz control cycle, a unit vector paralrotation angle between the two attitudes about their lel to the eigenaxis and the remaining angle-to-go
eigenaxis. Slewing involves an acceleration phase and about this eigenaxis are determined from the cur8
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rent attitude estimate and the target attitude. A
commanded deceleration together with the remaining angle-to-go are used to formulate a commanded
angular rate. The commanded angular rate is then
used to determine the commanded vector sum of all
wheel momenta. Next, the commanded vector sum of
wheel momenta is distributed to individual wheel momentum commands with the use of a 4 by 3 weighted
generalized inverse matrix, referred to as the distribution matrix, of the 3 by 4 reaction wheel mounting
matrix. To prevent the wheel speeds from hovering
around zero, the final momentum command for each
wheel has its share of the null momentum distribution added. A null momentum distribution refers to
a set of wheel momenta that have zero vector sum.
The distribution matrix mentioned above is chosen
to maximize the smallest angular deceleration about
any eigenaxis in the range of anticipated eigenaxis
directions given the torque capacities of the wheels.
Therefore, the value of the distribution matrix depends on the spacecraft inertia matrix and the wheel
mounting matrix.

Fine Control Fine pointing control is achieved
with the use of conventional Proportional-IntegralDerivative (PID) feedback of error angles for determining the commanded wheel torques. The integral
feedback part becomes active only when the angle-togo and the spacecraft angular rate are smaller than
82 arc-seconds and 165 arc-seconds/second, respectively. The magnitudes of the integral terms are also
limited to specified bounds. These bounds are introduced in order for the stability of the control system
not to be adversely affected when wheel torques saturate and cause effective system open loop gain to be
reduced.
Transition While the spacecraft is in the slewing
phase, the remaining angle-to-go is compared during every control cycle with a specified threshold currently set at 82 arc-seconds. If the remaining angle is
smaller than this threshold angle, fine pointing control is activated. This threshold is chosen such that
the wheel torque commands before and after the transition do not exhibit sharp changes. A poorly chosen
threshold can cause the wheel torque command to
change from full range in one direction before the
transition to full range in the other direction after
the transition. Sharp changes in torque can excite
unwanted structure vibration.
While the spacecraft is in fine pointing control, the
angle-to-go is still constantly monitored. If a new
target is issued, the angle-to-go can suddenly change
from being a small value in one control cycle to being
a large value in the next cycle. Again, a threshold
angle is used to determine when the slewing control
should be activated. This threshold angle is chosen
to be larger than that for the transition from slew to
fine pointing to avoid the possibility of chattering.

The next step in the slewing control involves computing the torque command for each wheel based on
the difference between commanded momentum and
the current momentum and a proportional gain. Distributed feedforward torque for the anticipated angular deceleration is also added for the deceleration
phase of a slewing maneuver.
When any element of the angular velocity command, derived from the angular rate command and
the desired eigenaxis, exceeds its specified gyro limit,
or any element of the commanded wheel momentum exceeds its momentum limit, commanded angular rate is modified such that none of the limits are
exceeded.
For torque saturation handling, the first step is to
find the torque capacity that each wheel can deliver
at its current angular rate and in the commanded
torque direction. This is done by considering both
current limiting and power limiting situations. Once
the capacity for each wheel is found, torque saturation is handled by adjusting the torque commands
proportionally such that only the commanded torque
of one of the wheels saturates.

7.1.4

Momentum Management

Momentum management is implemented as a separate controller running concurrently in the ACS flight
software with the slewing controller. The process
serves two purposes: reducing system momentum
from the Digital Sun Point configuration and maintaining system momentum near zero during Science
Point operations. The Digital Sun Point controller
9

I
maintains a bias momentum of 2.9 N-m-s that must
be unloaded when the ACS is switched to Inertial Sun
Point submode. In Science Point mode, momentum
management works to keep the system momentum
near the set bias value. The bias is usually near zero
but can be set to a non-zero value in case of a reaction wheel failure, thus preventing the wheel speeds
from hovering around zero.
The momentum management control law uses the
magnetometer as its sensor and the three magnetic
torquers as its actuators. Current system momentum, desired bias momentum, and the magnetic field
vector are used to compute the appropriate magnetic dipole vector used to command the magnetic
torquers. The resulting torques on the spacecraft
are considered as an external disturbance torque
by the slewing controller and the reaction wheels
change speed accordingly. The momentum management gains are sized to unload the Digital Sun Point
bias in less than one orbit. Momentum management
is executed at 1 Hz.

7.2

Auto Stellar Acquisition Submode

Auto Stellar Acquisition submode serves two purposes: to ease the transition from Inertial Sun Point
to Stellar Pointing and to provide an attitude hold
function when guide stars for science targets cannot
be located by the star tracker. When the ACS is
in Auto Stellar Acquisition, the spacecraft Z axis is
pointed at the same north and south ecliptic pole targets as in Inertial Sun Point, but attitude determination is now performed with the star tracker, gyros,
and Kalman filter. On-board targeting is the same as
for Inertial Sun Point: Z axis to inertial target, Y axis
to the sun, switch between north and south targets
when crossing the target switching plane. The star
fields for these targets are stored on-board the spacecraft. Auto Stellar Acquisition also uses the sanie
control and momentum management logic.

for updating the gyro propagated attitude instead of
the magnetometer or sun sensors. Once a target is
acquired and the stellar filter has settled, the filter
error in determining star tracker pointing about X
and Y axes is nominally within 5 arc-seconds and
within 1 arc-minute about the Z axis.
7.2.2

Star Acquisition

Star acquisition is performed using a two-step direct
match technique [3]. When the spacecraft arrives
near the target attitude, the flight software calculates and sends a search command to the star tracker.
This first search for the initial base star uses a variable window size that is chosen to bound the expected errors; this first guide star is chosen to be
relatively bright and isolated. When the tracker begins returning star data, the flight software attempts
to match each star by magnitude with the expected
value. Once a match is obtained, the flight software
computes a two-axis correction based on the difference between the predicted and observed positions for
the first star. The flight software then formulates and
sends a multiple-star, small window search command
to the tracker using the two-axis correction. Stars
that are returned by the tracker are then matched by
magnitude as with the first star. The flight software
waits until stars with sufficient separation needed for
an acceptable three-axis attitude solution are tracked
before beginning Kalman filter updates. In testing,
this star acquisition technique has been shown to be
fast and effective while requiring minimal computations by the SCS.

7.3

Stellar Point Submode

Stellar Point is almost identical to Auto Stellar Acquisition except that target quaternions now come
from a stored timeline in the Command and Data
Handling (C&DH) command processor, not from the
on-board targeting routine. The scientific tinleline of
quaternions, guide stars, and instrument settings is
7.2.1 Stellar Filter
constructed on the ground and uploaded to the spaceThe same Kalman filter and propagation equations craft. When a new target is called by the timeline,
are used in Inertial Sunpoint and Stellar Point. The the slewing controller computes and executes the aponly difference is that the star tracker is now used propriate maneuver to reach that target.
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There are three types of observations available
during Stellar Pointing: Fixed, Nodding, and Mapping. Fixed observations require the ACS to maintain
pointing of the instrument on a target. Nodding observations require that the ACS slew the spacecraft
between on- source and off-source attitudes. Nodding
and Mapping observations are similar except that
maps comprise several points in a two-dimensional
pattern.
7.3.1

the performance of the instrument in space. This
is achieved by repeatedly making a map of Jupiter,
a well studied target. Comparison of the map obtained allows the profiling of the instrument. Lastly,
mapping gives a general overview of the section of
the sky being studied before one section is examined
very closely. It can create arbitrarily large maps of
the sky given the longitude and latitude of any predefined "center of the map" .
An important difference between Nodding and
Mapping is that in Mapping one gains efficiency by
integrating multiple ON source targets between OFF
source targets in contrast to Nodding where one ON
source target is integrated on for every OFF source
target. In Mapping submode, one small section of
the map (herein called a "grid") can be mapped each
orbit until over many orbits the whole map will be
completed. For any specific center point the map can
be arbitrarily sized. The center of the map defines
the orientation of the map coordinate frame to the
Earth Centered Inertial (ECI) frame.
Each grid has a defined number of rows and
columns and is traversed (mapped) by the instrument moving completely across a row, then backwards across the next row, and so forth to create
a complete picture of the area being mapped (Figure 8). Periodically, this pattern is broken to allow
nodding to an OFF source location then returning
to the next point in the row (Figure 9). This continues until the last row is completed, at which time
the pattern is repeated until the ACS receives a new
command. For every single map point a quaternion
is generated from the center of the map.

Fixed Pointing

Fixed pointing is the simplest of the stellar submodes. With a fixed point command the spacecraft
will acquire the fixed target and remain there until
the next command is received from the timeline.
7.3.2

Nodding

Nodding is a means of correcting for a low signal to
noise ratio in the submillimeter wave science observation. Because of the low signal to noise ratio on
the instrument, the experiment sample (ON source)
is periodically compared to a control sample (OFF
source) to best understand and analyze the data at
any given time. After acquiring the initial ON source
target attitude, the spacecraft maneuvers to the OFF
source target, up to 3 degrees away, within 15 seconds
and integrates on it for about 30 seconds. The spacecraft then nods back to the ON source target, acquiring the target and integrating on it in the same way.
This process is repeated until the next science target
is commanded in the timeline. In this way, the data
can be separated from the background which may be
a local effect of the instrument.

8
7.3.3

Mapping

Mapping also compensates for a low signal to noise
ratio in the instrument but more efficiently than nodding. Mapping was created for three reasons: Firstly,
efficiency of science data collection is increased if
multiple on source targets are studied between off
source targets. Secondly, the instrument response is
not completely symmetrical about its boresight and
therefore it is desirable to understand the profile of

11

Normal Operations

After the spacecraft has been checked-out, normal
operations will begin. Astronomers at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory will plan a sequence
of observations for a 24-hour period [4]. This plan
will include a timeline of observations consisting of
target quaternions, guide stars, timing parameters,
and instrument settings for each target. The timeline is prepared, checked, and transmitted to NASA
GSFC for uploading to the spacecraft. For the next

I
24 hours, the spacecraft follows the timeline, slewing
between targets and taking data autonomously.

9

ACS Performance

The dosed-loop system was evaluated and tested in
two different environments. The all-software high fidelity analysis simulation consists of the orbital environment, dynamics, sensor and actuator models,
and the flight software algorithms. This simulation
was used during the design, flight software testing,
and spacecraft level testing and evaluation. The
spacecraft closed-loop dynamic simulation test enFigure 8: Target sequence for ON source targets for vironment, which runs in real time, contains a Dymapping.
namic Simulator and a Star Tracker Simulator each
on a separate computer, and the spacecraft hardware
and software. Spacecraft dynamics and orbital environment are propagated by the Dynamic Simulator, while the Star Tracker Simulator models the Ball
CT-601 star tracker and contains a star catalog. To
verify the flight ACS system is functioning properly,
closed-loop dynamic simulation tests were performed
on the spacecraft and compared with the high fidelity
simulation results running the same case. For examining performance, the high fidelity analysis simulation is used rather than the spacecraft dosed-loop
environment due to the extra delays inherent in the
test setup. Performance results from two high fidelity
simulation cases are presented below.
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Initial Sun Acquisition The performance of the
Acquisition/Safehold and Digital Sun Point con\
troller is demonstrated in this initial sun acquisition
,
simulation, which runs for 5.5 hours (approximately
Of! source target
\
,
3.4 orbits) using the orbit parameters and spacecraft
\
inertia listed in Table 3. At the beginning of the sim\
'ulation, the Y reaction wheel begins to spin up to
Position of previous larget
the desired set speed, and the spacecraft has tip-off
Figure 9: Simulation of the mapping of a 4x5 grid rates of 5 deg/sec about the spacecraft X axis and
-4 deg/sec about the Y axis. Due to the large tip-off
with a 3:1 ratio of ON to OFF source targets.
rates, the spacecraft is primarily working to damp
the spacecraft body rates and build up system momentum in the + Y axis for most of the first orbit.
The damping of the initial tip-off rates are shown in
the X, Y, and Z spacecraft body rate plots of Fig-
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Figure 10: Spacecraft angular rate (degrees/sec) during initial sun acquisition
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Figure 11: Angle between
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ure 10. The angle between the +Y axis (perpendicular to the solar arrays) and the sun line is presented
in Figure 11. Within approximately 1.25 orbits, the
spacecraft has precessed the +Y axis (bias momentum) to within 20 degrees of the sun line. Once the
Acquisition/Safehold controller has acquired the sun
and reached a steady state, the X and Z body rates
will oscillate about zero with a maximum amplitude
of approximately 0.8 deg/sec. The Y axis body rate
will remain around one to three times orbital rate
(0.06 to 0.18 deg/sec).

Nominal Science Point Mode The second simulation, again using the parameters listed in Table 3,
is a 7 hour (approximately 4.3 orbits) run where
the spacecraft begins in Digital Sun Point mode and
climbs up the mode ladder to the Stellar Point submodes. Initially, the spacecraft is pointed towards the
sun with the Y wheel already spun up to 240 rad/sec.
The spacecraft remains in this momentum-biased,
two-axis, control mode for 20 minutes, at which
point, the Inertial Sun Point mode is commanded.
Upon entering Inertial Sun Point, the spacecraft obtains a coarse attitude estimate, becomes three-axis
controlled, and begins unloading the system momentum. Figure 12 displays the system momentum in
the body axes for the entire simulation run. The
large Y axis momentum bias from Digital Sun Point
mode can be observed at the beginning of the second
plot. Within one orbit, the system momentum is unloaded and maintained near zero for the remainder
of the run. The spacecraft remains in Inertial Sun
Point mode pointing at the north or south ecliptic
pole targets for 2 hours. The top plot of Figure 13
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Table 3: Simulation Parameters for Figures 10
through 16

Time (orbito)

~

Spacecraft
Inertia

Full Sun
550 km x 650 km
65°
65.1
0.1
0.6
0.1 107.7 -1.0
0.6 -1.0 74.8

+Y Axis and the sun line
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Figure 12: System angular momentum in the X, Y,
and Z body axes
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Figure 13: Angle between the estimated and target
depicts the controller's angle-to-go for the duration of attitudes
the mode. Initially, the spacecraft performs a small
maneuver to the north target. Just after 50 minutes
(from simulation start), a near 180 degree maneuver
to the south target occurs. The middle plot shows
an enlarged view of this maneuver. The bottom plot
demonstrates the maneuver back to the north target, half of an orbit later, using a pseudo-target to
I
avoid slewing through the earth. After 2 hours and
2.5
20 minutes from the start of the simulation, Auto I 2
g,
Stellar Acquisition submode is entered. The north 2. 1.5
,
target guide stars are acquired and used in the stel- ~«
lar attitude determination filter to refine the attitude
385
390
estimate. The spacecraft maneuvers to the north and
Time (minutes)
south ecliptic pole targets just as in the Inertial Sun
300
250 Point submode.

.

f

200 -

The Stellar Point submode is entered 4 hours and .it~ 150
27 minutes into the simulation run. The spacecraft ~9' '00
points at six different science observation targets (two ~ 50 ,
'" 0
of each type) while in the Stellar Point submode,
385
390
375
380
365
370
Time
which lasts until the end of the simulation. The fifth
science target is a mapping observation consisting of
a 2 by 5 grid of ON source locations. The spacecraft Figure 14: Angle between the estimated and target
maneuvers 45 degrees to this target (from the previ- attitudes for a Mapping Observation
ous science target) and then points at two successive
ON source locations before maneuvering almost 3 degrees to the OFF source location. This pattern of two
0
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Figure 16: Angle between the estimated and target
attitudes for a nodding observation
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ONs per OFF, which continues for the duration of the
mapping observation, is presented in the top plot of
10
angle-to-go in Figure 14. The first 3 degree maneuver, which occurs after an elapsed time equal to 367
minutes, is to the OFF location whereas the second
is the maneuver back ON. Enlarging further over the
51-··.. ·· .... ···············,··························
tl
C
same period of time, the bottom plot shows the 4 arco
o
minute maneuvers between the two ON source atti~
o
tudes. Some of the 4 arc-minute (240 arc-second) ma! o
neuvers may look smaller on this plot due to the 0.5
second resolution of the output. While fine pointing
at the ON source and OFF source attitudes, the controller errors are nominally 5 arc-seconds. Five stars
are used during this mapping observation for updating the spacecraft attitude. The actual instrument
line-of-sight pointing for two successive ON source
·5
10
targets is depicted in Figure 15. The dark circular
region in the top plot shows the ON source system
Xerror angle (arcseconds)
errors while the lines at almost a 45 degree angle are
Figure 15: Instrument Bore-sight Pointing Errors for the maneuver and small overshoot between the ON
source attitudes. An enlargement of the system ertwo successive Mapping ON Observations
rors while pointing ON source is depicted in the lower
plot. The sixth science target, which occurs 6 hours
and 33 minutes into the simulation, is a nodding observation consisting of an OFF source location 3 degrees away from the ON source (see Figure 16). The
spacecraft slews 177 degree from the previous mapXerror angle (arcseconds)
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ACS has been developed for the SWAS mission. This
development has shown that a very capable control
subsystem can be packaged for use in a small spacecraft. The SWAS ACS design will be used extensively
in the upcoming SMEX missions TRACE and WIRE
with modifications as necessary.
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